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First we should probably define a
These falling rates have made bonds
‘bubble.’ One definition simply says a
bubble is when a particular asset trades very attractive in the last couple deat an inflated value. We’ve already seen cades. But what should we expect now?
a number of bubbles just in the last de- Can interest rates go any lower? If you
cade. The early 2000’s were considered own CD’s, I’m guessing your answer is
the technology or ‘dot-com’ bubble. Af- “No Way!” The authors of these articles
ter peaking in March of 2000, the NAS- are suggesting that at some point in the
near future, we should expect interest
DAQ fell 78% over the next two and a
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and when that happens, any accounts
you have that are tied to bonds will
most likely lose value.
So if you own any bonds, this could
be very important news for you. Or if
you have any bond mutual funds. Another likely spot is inside a 401k. Many
401k investment options invest at least
a portion into bonds. Now is a great
time to review your holdings and see
what you have. If you’re not sure, get
the help of a professional to assist you.
Next month we’ll discuss alternatives
to bonds that might be attractive for
you.
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